
 

In the early 8th century, China once again found itself in a state of war. Emperor Tang Xuan Zong had been forced to give up
his position after being ousted by the rebel army. In order to regain their power, the rebel leader Li Cong seized control of
Southern China and sent armies to seize Beijing in 755. Even though Tang Xuan Zong had been saved by a loyal general who
surrendered the capital, he was still defeated in this long and costly war against Li Cong's rebellion. It is in this historical period
that a movie entitled Red Cliff 1 has recently released online for free. The movie follows the lives of several individuals leading
up to the once in a lifetime battle of Red Cliff. In the opening scene of Red Cliff 1, audiences are introduced to young Zhou Yu
who is studying under his mentor, Lu Su on how to be a great soldier. The two had been talking about a famous general by the
name of Cao Cao when suddenly a messenger arrived with news that Cao Cao is heading their way with his army. Zhou Yu
immediately gathered his troops and prepared for battle while at the same time instructing chief officer Huang Gai to burn
down all wooden structures in order to remove any form of cover for their enemy. As Cao Cao's army arrived, they found
themselves ambushed by Zhou Yu's troops on a rocky hill. The battle lasted for hours until the rain became too heavy. In the
morning, Huang Gai devised a plan to destroy the enemy fleet by setting fire to boats as they were docked. When Cao Cao saw
his fleet ablaze he became furious and berated those close to him, "You call yourselves my generals? You allowed this ambush
to happen without once warning me!" At the same time, Zhou Yu had gathered his troops and set out on a boat towards another
of Cao Cao's fleets and set off flames as well. Upon finding out about the fire, Cao Cao was furious and ordered his generals to
capture Zhou Yu. Cao's army continued to lose soldiers as sun rose who became exhausted from fighting the two great generals.
As night fell, Huang Gai arrived at Zhou Yu's camp with news that they are outnumbered by over 5 to 1. That night, Lü Meng
brought up a plan of taking advantage of their enemy's fatigue by sending troops via secret passageways under the water.
Knowing this plan, Zhou Yu immediately went out with his troops and set fire all boats in sight - much to the surprise of the
enemy troops who had yet to notice anything. The next morning, the enemy force was completely exhausted and would have
slowly walked into Zhou Yu's trap had Huang Gai not sent his men out to fight the attackers. This allowed the enemy force to
escape just in time. As night fell, Lü Meng brought up another plan of using his men to attack Cao Cao's camp near a cliffside.
Just as they were about to make their move, they encountered Zhou Yu's army whom they quickly fled from. The following day,
Zhou Yu's army found themselves surrounded by Cao Cao's fleet who were burning down trees for cover after discovering the
secret passageways Huang Gai had instructed them about.
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